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Abstract: Software-Defined Networking (SDN) stands as a pivotal method 

facilitating reliable interaction and operation of software in wireless environments. 

It is a centralized network system designed to intelligently control network 

management, enabling efficient bandwidth allocation, robust restoration 

mechanisms, and heightened security protocols. Within the realm of Mobile 

Communication, Vehicle Adhoc Network (VANET) services, including 4G/LTE, 

focus on enhancing road safety, traffic management, and optimizing traffic flow 

efficacy. This review amalgamates insights into the architecture, historical 

evolution, requisites, and the amalgamation of SDN and VANET technologies. It 

examines the tools within SDN technology, addresses challenges encountered 

within the SDN/VANET landscape, and underscores their collaborative efforts in 

ensuring the robustness, integrity, and authentication of broadband 

communication channels. 
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 1 Introduction 

In current Era, Computer Systems provides facility to manage multiple network devices via routers, 

switches and other type of devices that are used to transfer the communication signals safely that cannot be 

discard to its actual format. The Network handling concerned is liable to configure different policies to 

manage extensive series of networks with regard to their use of applications. For that purpose they had to 

work hard to build lot of policies that handle the software application and network data transformation 

demand. If they change the any network they shuffle to change the policies which were really difficult 

choice to manage while distinguishing the networks.  

 

Many Software Personals creates different policies to handle security and communications ways to interlink 

different networks.  In past different protocols have been used for data communication that cause hard labor 

to accomplish different common controlling tasks.  [2] In that environment there have already been great 

needs to attach different devices to communicate in different ways. 

 

For Data Communication there is need to use such schemas and possibilities that control the different task 

together without connecting more devices to accomplish all management and security tasks. SDN is 

technology which, control the different tasks together to avoid enormous labour of programming. [1] And 

enable the network to control network resources in very easy way with respect to invest high cost investment 

for network devices. To reset or combine all limitation there come an idea there should be one thing which 

set aside all limitation and make a benefits for all above given solution. [3] 

 

Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a novel interacting Technology for the communication between 

different networks which able to hardware to work independently leading towards accurate decisions. In 
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otherworld’s it assures proper network management and authorizes networks towards unique and updated 

Development. The core notion is of SDN Technology is to enable the Software Engineers to manage 

network storage and interlinked peripherals. 

 

The idea of implementing of software defined networking is new even it is mounting speedily and many 

researchers are working on its challenges day by day. Software Defined Networking SDN is immense 

technology, which moves networks officials, as Open Flow specially has been new innovation in 

networking. Which go through centralized control by using simple protocols and modulate the hardware, 

the same reduce the use of middle boxes. [4].  

 

In the Section-II, We will discuss about Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANET) Technology, 

History, Traffic Congestion, Component of VANET, Deployment Areas, VANNET Simulation 

Component, Confidentiality & Authentication of VANET, Routing Approaches/Categories of 

VANET, Classification of Wireless Network, Rules to be deploy on VANET/Broadcasting, 

VANET Basic Architecture, Protocols and their implementation consideration, Mode of Attacks 

in VANET, VANET Cloud perspective Application, Raw Data Fetch Method. 

 
SDN Technology Working vs. Pre-SDN Data Control Mechanism:- 
 

In past Data streaming is controlled via different communication devices i.e., routers and switches. The 

author incorporated in [5], [6] recent network paradigm is immobile if parallel to discover SDN. Operators 

do not have any mechanism to work over data packets. Normally this task is done through different switches 

and routers whereas in SDN, Operators can manage his own data traffic due to de-centralize system of SDN 

(Software Defined Networking). Through this paper [5], [6], the author furnished the assessment of 

outmoded networks and SDN (Software Defined Networking). Additionally they also incorporated that the 

SDN (Software Defined Networking) is core approach where the operators can manage the data packets 

flow with their own choice as the Software Defined Networking deliver a very easy interface for the security 

purpose protocols and quires solution in very easy manners.  

SDN unable to users, not invest on cost effective devices i.e., switches/router. [7], [8]. 

Moreover in past the network is being working with data plane which is responsible to hold data from the 

data packets via one node to parallel other node by working with huge labour of defining different protocols, 

control plane where the data packet logically forward to management plane. [9] 

SDN is a latest networking novel idea which covers centralized, programmable control planes and data 

plane [10] perception, as in SDN Architecture data planes and control planes are decoupled so that network 

operators can manage the resources with their own choice, as show in Fig 1. Software Defined Networking 

emphasis on features i.e., separation of the control plane from the data plane, centralized controller and 

open interfaces to communicate via control plane and data plane 

 
Figure: 1 Basic Architecture of Pre SDN Networking and SDN Model Management 
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Simultaneously the external applications are [11] utilized through SDN Technology. Globally 

it is surveyed that the usage of SDN Technology is increasingly worldwide since 2013. It is 

evaluate that the use of Software Defined Networking will fulfil the task of management of 

networks with less labour of programming till 2021. [11]. 

 

SDN Model Emphasis on basic concepts:- 
 

SDN vanished the idea of control plane and data plane together. SDN is a model of latest thinking which is 

able to reduce the complexity of network management and programmability to transform data in very secure 

and efficient way. [12,13]. Currently SDN set up a large number of wireless environments, application with 

respect to virtualization, load balancing and handle heterogeneous network through refined routing 

strategies. [14, 15]. Different concepts which SDN took for the development of core model making. There 

are different concepts i.e., network virtualization (NV), Evolutionary Approach (EA), Open Flow and 

Network Function Virtualization [16], [17].  

Network Virtualization (NV):- 

The main purpose of Network Virtualization is to refrain the restrictions on Local Area Network 

Protocols/standards to ensure the capability to [16] manage networks. The big advantage of Network 

Virtualization is multitenant clouds certainly. 

Evolutionary Approach (EA): 

SDN adopt the Evolutionary Approach for the concept, to opt this mechanism in SDN Architecture to 

control and enhance the working of software functions in network types i.e., it be in LAN/WAN/MAN. So 

the Evolutionary Approach capable [16] SDN to work on any network with the combination of wide range 

of network. 

OpenFlow (OF):- 

Basically, SDN and OpenFlow terms are the same work, but SDN is the enhanced version of 

the Model. There is delusion that the [18] OpenFlow and SDN are the same terms, and OpenFlow 

comes first to SDN. An OpenFlow term is usually followed by SDN because it handles the working 

of NAT Firewall and manages the different procedure and working that rely on packet handling 

algorithm. Due to having the concept of these switching/router/firewall NAT-like benefits, SDN 

emphasises the OpenFlow Model. [19] 

 

Network Function Virtualization (NFV):- 

Network Function Virtualization [20] denotes the virtualization of network task explicitly for example 

Firewall, Wide Area Network Consumers work, data Traffic Load Management and providing a reasonable 

path for data traffic, Network Function Virtualization technique handles a number of services/task which 

are running parallel in combination of different network. Virtualization could be work on various software 

of connection together different network at the same time. Due to having this ability of virtualization, SDN 

manage the data plane. Moreover SDN is relied on virtualization to enhance the data plane capacity through 

virtual accessories.  

Extensions used for Software Defined Networking with aspect to Network 

Management and Network Security:- 

SDN conceptually centralized controller-is used different Extension Models for which SDN Model build 

network base information collection Schema and self-making networking policy amending in very short 

way. So that SDN methods can be utilized to obtain different benefits in network management and Security 

Areas by utilizing the Extension working with SDN Architecture. Table 1: Showing the enrollment of 

different concepts that leads to SDN toward accurate Network Management and Security credibly. 
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Extensions used in SDN Architecture for Network Management & Extensions 

used in SDN Architecture for Network Management &  Security. 
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Extensions Usage of Different Extension in SDN Architecture 

Aster*x In SDN Architecture the OpenFlow with the work of Aster*x determine 

the  network status by  and then network and forward the path 

exactly.[21].The author of the paper [22] consume used this term to 

minimize the risk of packet loss. 

FleXam OpenFlow controller [23] while working with FleXam is able to patch 

the data packet collection. 

The author state in [24, 25] that while developing any application it is 

necessary to know about the architecture of SDN to aim developing 

network SDN based technologies. Due to having benefit of getting 

precise traffic [33] measurement FleXam is good approach for SDN 

Architecture. 

Open Sketch SDN Architecture used this OpenSketch [26] extension to measure the 

data traffic and then adopt a way to manage data packet that is accurate 

by way of data plane and control Plane. 

NOX 

OpenFlow 

Usually OpenFlow Controller is the second form of [27] NOX. NOX and 

OpenFlow are working together by utilizing the services of management 

for routing in any developing [28] networks 

Plun-n-Serve Plug-n-Serve is a key for web base Application traffic [29] controller. 

The aim of Plug-n-Serve in SDN Open Flow Controller is to change the 

switch devices' formation and arrangement [30], [31] to keep the data 

traffic steady and safe consecutively. 

SIMPLE SIMPLE [32] is an SDN-based policy implementation tier for proficient 

middlebox-unique traffic management. SIMPLE uses SDN technologies 

to certify that the traffic is engage in uniform way by utilizing different 

application 

FlowTags FlowTags [34] allows all network concerned devices to link sending data 

packets that have been used in switches and policy making devices. SDN 

enables to insert numerous network services, such as business 

achievements [35], where a software control in the middle of the network 

injects related advertisements based on the session content. The general 

framework for developing in-network services or middlebox 

functionalities is discussed in [36, 37]. 
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 OFRHM 

(OpenFlow 

Random Host 

Mutation) 

Being SDN is a Central Control of network, is also the helpful to secure 

the implementation of Application. OpenFlow Random Host Mutation 

(OFRHM) [38] is a method which conceals the network concerned all 

resources from the internal or external intruders. For that approach SDN 

is beneficial approach for network security. In this method, basically 

OpenFlow controller dynamically assigns random virtual IP that every 

intruder could not fetch the real IP. 

Resonance Resonance [39] makes secure the network initially which connected to 

the policies making switches as the Resonance is common to provide the 

security of network. SDN is able to manage security by the use of 
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Resonance on network and applications that are used in the network [40], 

[41] 

Virtual Machine  

(VM) 

Earlier the Virtual Machine (VM) is very tough to handle its work as its 

need updates with the passage of time. So SDN with the coordination of 

Virtual Machine and SLA work has been wondered to organize the 

variation of network on its security context. [42]. 

LIME In author [43] emulates the LIME ability to data plane in to a novel idea 

of development of switches (concerned to security purposes) by the 

connecting of SDN and VMs technologies. 

ElasticTree SDN working in background the Model ElasticTree which is responsible 

to look the data plane traffic of the network and according to enhance the 

efficiency of network power sources [44] 

Scissor The Work of Scissor [45] in SDN Technologies to discard the 

unnecessary data traffic and permit to switches sends data on just flow 

known host. 

NCP Basically NCP (Network Control Protocol) [46] is the provision to SDN 

a reliable duplication Flow in data centers. In other words NCP    scalable 

service replication in data centers through SDN. NCP recognize current 

network path and destination path for which the rules is to be opted 

through server. 

B4 B4 [47] manipulates OpenFlow to link Google’s data centers to fulfil 

vast bandwidth necessities and liable to manage bandwidth limitation on 

the data plane network. 

SWN (Software 

Driven WAN) 

The purpose of SWAN [48], improving the consumption of inter-data 

center networks. SWAN empowered data traffic services and re-

generating toward data plane as per data traffic demand. 

  

VANET Primer:- 

VANET is well suited discipline for Researcher, as its standard and development is great latent for the 

performance of working of vehicle traffic as concerned to drivers and passengers. Vehicular Ad Hoc 

Networks (VANETs) have raised the necessities towards a huge number of wireless items that could be 

formed in transportation [49, 50]. 

VANETs is wide ranging term that is exploited in safety and non-safety applications, which permit value 

added services for example Transportation items well-being driving, mechanized toll payment, traffic 

management, enriched routings [51], informatics and entertainment applications via offering internet 

facility.  

In the vehicular System, the vehicle takes place core roll as sender, receiver. The router is responsible to 

[52] transmit the data of regarding vehicular toward vehicular network system Organization, which is 

considered and pretty like to be non-violent, congestion free traffic. As concerned to vehicular 

communication, the communication between vehicles is laying in three aspect; i) Inter-vehicle 

Communication ii) Vehicle to roadside communication iii) Routing-based communication. The Inter-

vehicle Communication is liable to use multi-hop multicast/broadcast to transfer vehicular information on 

the behalf of multiple hops. In this type of communication the messages are classified in two terms further; 

i) native broadcasting ii) intelligent broadcasting [53]. 

It is observed by the author [54] that it is the native broadcasting method is inadequate regarding to handle 

large number of transmission of messages. And it is failure to observe secure message traffic due to having 
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the attempt of crashes in message forwarding.  It is reviewed [53], the intelligent broadcasting with 

absolute/confirmed message is doubtful to spreading the message in emergency situation. 

The communication in Vehicle-to-roadside is totally based on single hope broadcasting, in which the 

vehicular while sending a message depends on their situated tools/products located in that particular area 

[54]. 

In the communication of Routing based the concept is introduce a multi-hop unicast technique. In this 

communication the vehicle fetch the message information regarding their destination area. The vehicular 

when receiving the message the vehicular send a unicast message that it can be received the confirmation 

message toward the point of that vehicular from the message is sent [53].  

Contextual History of VANET Technology:- 

In 1990s vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle to roadside units were communicated through the radio and infrared 

waves, which was the basic concept to go toward development for such system which able to communicate 

intelligently. The author [55] introduced the initial vision of roadway items automation and such 

communication method which makes the vehicular traffic safe [56] proper organized. According to the 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), it is come to knowledge that wireless networks has 

two areas, where the wireless communication are established: one is called Infrastructure based network 

(IBN) and other is Infrastructure less network (ILN). The Infrastructure less network (ILN) further divided 

into three category i.e., wireless sensor network (WSN), wireless mesh network (WMN), Mobile Adhoc 

network (MANET). The Mobile Ad-hoc network (MANET) further categorized communication in two 

ways, one is VANET and other is UAVAN. 

 
The wireless choice becoming a popular in every field of life communication which delivers wire free 

environment to their clients that they are able to move everywhere spontaneously [57]. In VANET the 

wireless is focusing on nodes (vehicles) which are vigorously planning for Network topologies. 

For wireless system, A Terms MANET (Mobile ad-hoc network) is focusing in communication. In MANET 

every node works freely and can go in any way. MANNET is considered a network which is supporting to 

mobility infrastructure. As this technology is dynamically working, the devices that are connecting with its 

aspect can be diverse its link from one to other device and its outcomes found energetic and self-directed.  

Every appliance and tools support as router. It is pertinent to deliver the information that in wire 

environment, routers plays its own task, whereas in wireless network, an explicit node can be work as its 

access point [58].   

 

In the field of MANET, the researchers and scientists determining the new ideas for moving the 

communication with less beavering items connection. VANET is newly innovation and subset of MANET 

for the communication. In other words the VANET (Vehicular Ad Hoc Network) is supporting a logic 

“computer on wheel” [59] and its purpose to communicate the driver of the vehicles, where the nodes 

transferring the information to the others linked nodes. In this topology the devices are sending all 

information to the other nodes and managing its information flow certainly. 

The devices which linked to the VANET (Vehicular Ad Hoc Network) topology are proficient hardware, 

that transforms the data consecutively without delaying the information to reach its destination node, and 

these nodes might be linked through internet. 

 

VANET is the provision of decision making. The communication is empowered between vehicles through 

wireless devices. Through VANET security of drivers and near road nodes are ensure. MANET (Mobile 

ad-hoc network) and VANET (Vehicular Ad Hoc Network) are the same in its features as they both are 

self-configuration of nodes. Comparatively the working of both is diverse with each other with respect to 

node movement, driver conduct, unnecessary hurdles on mobility and capricious network situation [60]. 
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Features of VANET:-           

VANET has rapid growing technology with regard to vehicular safety application [61]. The author 

elaborated the basic features of VANET i.e., effectiveness in destruction, scalability and density of network, 

effect of vehicular controlling by driver conduct, minimum mistake occurrence, less traffic congestion, 

extension of network [62]. The author of [60] also explained the feature of VANET regarding its high 

mobility, high speed and less time for communication establishment, node allocation and vehicle organized 

system with utilization of power supplies. The author also characterized the VANET for its Global 

Positioning System, Mobile Modeling Architecture & Prediction. On the other hand, the benefits of 

VANET are node distribution pattern, GPS for the nodes, network scalability volume (capability). 

According to [63] the nodes allocation scheme is not a defaulted for the partition of road units as concerned 

to speed of vehicle. 

 

VANET Components/Taxonomy:-     

Components are the basic element of the VANET, the source [64] expounded about the three prime 

components of VANET i.e.; onboard unit (OBU), roadside unit (RSU) and backhaul network. Further it is 

illustrated that regarding vehicular communication VANET Taxonomy is divided in two ways one is Road 

Vehicle Communication (RVC) and second is inter-vehicle communication (IVC). There are different 

layers to work on vehicular communication network i.e., Physical Layer (PHY), Media Access Control 

((MAC) Layer. In the study [65], it is observed that wherever the VANET is applied, there must be some 

of simulation of Model deployment. The author explained the component of simulation of any VANET 

Model:- 
 

i. A Traffic Simulator  

ii. A Network Simulator. 
 

 The Traffic Simulators will produce the place and movement data of any vehicle in VANET 

network/environment. Whereas the, Network Simulator provides the exact and active path for the routing 

of vehicle. The author further argued that such environment where the simulation of VANET is deployed, 

are school area and hospital areas. 

Rules for the broadcasting in VANET:- 

Everything in the word is relaying on some rules or techniques by which, any system can run. In the 

communication of wireless network VANET, there are some rules and regimes which are followed for 

broadcasting in VANET [66]. VANET is focusing in three concentrations:- 

 

A. Dense Traffic (In that rule, while traffic is much more loaded instead following the certain cost of 

vehicular, there exist a great problem so broadcasting is measured accordingly). 

 

B. Sparse Traffic (In that scenario at particular time which is defined by the network the traffic may 

cause for collusion with aspect to slow traffic and nodes cannot transmit information accordingly). 

 

C. Regular Traffic (It is look like locally connectivity of vehicle communication and every vehicle give 

reflect as global connectivity).       

 

Attacks on VANET:- 

Owing to fetching large number of unknown network members and availability of human or such 

misconduct of nodes vehicular Network faces different types of Attacks. An Attacker can attack by 

involving their wrong intention and put wrong messages to the network [67]. An Attacker can attack on 
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basic component of VANET i.e., OBU, RSU or on network layer. The author enlightened the Attack 

classification such as Spreading Unknown/un-relevant information, duplicitous with sensing nodes, ID 

hiding, Denial of Services, replying and sending unnecessary messages, hide the vehicle positioning, 

Record a vehicle location, send it to wrong place and such Sybil Attach, Jamming Attack [69], Platooning 

Attach [70] and Betrayal Attach. The security is the main subject in any field of deployment. As concerned 

to VANET the security become a topic for debate. There are some elements by which fulfill the security is 

confirmed. As concerned to the confidentiality and Authentication of VANET there are some contents. 

Confidentiality is likely to be said the privacy. In other words the requisite data is to be received by the 

elected host and it is ensure that the data is not fetching by unknown users. To considering the 

confidentiality the author [68] described some sort of attacks that are cause harmful for the confidentiality 

of VANET i.e., Unknown vehicle entry Attach, Social Abuse Attack, Wrong Traffic direction Attach, 

Fetching confidentiality data Attach, Wrong Sensor information Attach. Regarding the Attach on Vehicular 

Network some effort has been done [71]. 

 

Raw/False Data Fetch Method:- 

Different Applications are uses for the Vehicular Network. Some wrong/false information, misbehave to 

the trusty host. In the study of [72] there are two kind of misbehave one is intentionally misbehave and 

other is unintentionally misbehave. The author further explained, the intentionally misbehave is link to the 

qualities like selfishness and malicious intention whereas unintentional misbehave is cause to signal loss or 

some like of technical fault in sensors of nodes. In [73], The False data detection Method is purposed by 

two way:- 

 

1. Node Centric Detection Method 

2. Data Centric Detection Method 

 

Node Centric Detection Method:- 

It is a security relevant Model, which monitor the node, signature through the support of PKI [74]. It is the 

mechanism in which the behavior of node is verify via packet and message pattern. In node Centric 

Detection method the behavior of the node is recognized that the node sent a message by normal strength 

of the message. Trust base detection of message make ensured by analyzing the past and present reputation 

of the node behavior. Reputation is the base of [75] analyzing the message by maintaining the record of last 

and current message packets. 

 

Data Centric Detection Method:- 

Application Data is bound to use neighbor data. It is collected from different neighbor nodes. The data, 

which is gathered from other neighbor host, to be verified to avoiding the collusion [76]. 

 

VANET Application Category/Routing:- 

Owing to have high mobility nodes and authenticity of vehicular Network, Application are divided into two 

Groups. One is Intelligent Transportation Application and other is Comfort Application. The major 

application of the VANET is Intelligent Transportation Application, which is the main component of 

Intelligent Transportation System (ITS). On the other hand, the comfort application is linked to the 

passenger nodes. Its purpose to permit the passengers to communicate with other node of the network 

(vehicle/host/passengers) [77]. 

 According to the author through the comfort application passengers are able to download any type of 

entertainment programs such as music, movie, send e-mail or play any internet game. Therefore, it is to say 

that application are the dynamically facilitating the nodes/passengers. 
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As the VANET is dynamically mobile/Vehicular nodes network, choosing a trustworthy/authenticated path 

is very inspiring research area for the researchers. Routing in VANET is done by different type of Protocols 

which able to nodes find and track the secure and authentic path for the passengers/ Vehicles/ Nodes.  

Different Protocols have been purpose in different studies. To keep the quality of service [78] the author 

has purposed four protocols for quality of routing services, namely Point-based broadcast routing protocol, 

cluster-based routing protocol, [79] position-based routing protocol and all-pervasive routing protocol in 

VANET. Other one   protocol namely Dynamic Soiree routing (DSR) [80] is which is also used in VANET 

for routing purpose. 

Traffic Congestion and SDN/VANAT immersion:- 

 

Such traffic congestion is going in verse condition due to enhancing the use of vehicles. And 

traffic congestion is standing toward problems like unfeasible path, facing accidents, even though 

the Intelligent Transportation System is delivering the maximum facilities with the use of different 

application. To avoid the maximum traffic congestion, the author [81] has purpose a Model of 

VANET with the consolidation of work Software Defined Network (SDN). In that Model to 

overcome the problems that were facing in VANET environment for example prolong end to end 

delay, Longer message path delivery and emergency condition reply not receiving), SDN 

Architecture is gather with VANET. The core object of the SDN-VANET Architecture for Traffic 

Congestion is to logically centralize the control plane from the data plane [82], [83], [84]. 

According to the author SDN Controller work with the Open Flow protocol for doing the job of 

messaging [81] forwarding. The Open Flow then linked the network in data plane and application 

layer. SDN permitted to wireless nodes of mobile network and RSU which having stationary nodes, 

will obtain the messages from the control plan. Each logically SDN wireless host will have a 

logical host, come to know as SDN-Agent. Via agent the controller work simultaneously. 
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